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How THE HEliopHor’S pUmpED 

pHoSpHor TECHnologY workS

This figure shows a schematic of 
the basic operation of a pumped 
phosphor illumination system. An 
extremely high power, solid state 
pump source is used to create the 
input light for the system. This light 
is collected and fed to the conversion 
phosphor that absorbs the input 
light and converts it to the desired 
wavelength. This emitted phosphor 
light is then captured and directed 
into the imaging system.

CASE STUDY

89 North Trade Show Exhibit

inTroDUCTion

During the summer of 2010, XANDRA 
DESIGN (XD) was tasked with designing 
a new trade show exhibit for 89 North™. 
89 North develops innovative products for 
the life sciences. Applications for their 
light source products include fluorescence 
microscopy, automated DNA sequencing, 
HTS/HCS, qtPCR and microarray analysis. 
These light sources produce ultrastable, 
high-intensity output for reliable 
quantitative fluorescence.

As fall approached, 89 North prepared 
to release a new light source called the 
Heliophor™. They kicked off their show 
season at Neuroscience 2010 in San Diego. 
The theme of the season’s exhibit was to 
highlight this innovative new product.

The Heliophor is a pumped phosphor 
light engine for quantitative fluorescence 
imaging. It includes up to 6 user-
exchangeable wavelength modules and 
features rise and fall times of less than 
10 microseconds. The Heliophor’s digital 
shuttering and onboard macro capabilities 
enable high-speed, multidimensional 
imaging. Backed by a limited warranty, 
the Heliophor delivers consistently high 
intensity, ultrastable output. 

http://www.89north.com
http://www.89north.com/heliophor
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goAlS

Our primary goal in developing 89 
North’s new booth was to portray 
the Heliophor’s distinguishing 
characteristics through the design 
of the exhibit. Critical traits were to 
include bright solid-state lighting, a 
system of easily configurable modular 
units (not only does the Heliophor 
have modular units, but the booth 
also needed to be modular to work 
in a variety of exhibit spaces) and a 
wide spectrum of color. Additional 
concerns included keeping the exhibit 
in line with the Heliophor’s attributes, 
as well as with 89 North’s values of 
environmentally conscious solutions 
and warranty-backed quality. 

An additional goal was consistency  
with the look of all of the rest of 89 
North’s materials. Black backgrounds 
hint at dark imaging environments 
found within laboratories while bright, 
colorful elements are representative of 
colorful cell images.

mETHoDologY

pronto 2 Banner Stands

As we began the design phase of the 
exhibit, we searched for options that  
would be lightweight to ship and easy  
for the user to set up. Modularity was  
also another important factor since the 
client would be exhibiting this display  
in a number of different-sized spaces 
including 8' x 5', 10' x 10' and 20' x 10'.  
The retractable banner stand option  
was a perfect solution for this situation. 

 
Twist large rectangle Counters

Since 89 North is concerned with the 
environment, we sought to find a vendor 
with environmentally friendly counter 
options with surface areas large enough 
to display the Heliophor. We also aimed  
to find something that was lightweight 
so that it would be affordable to ship 
and easy to assemble on the show floor 
without hiring show labor. 

Tradeshowdirect offered a counter 
product, the Twist Large Rectangle 
Counter, that initially seemed to fit these 
basic needs.

importance of Using Digital  
Format for Display information

Digital photo frames are distributed 
throughout the exhibit. They display more 
detailed information than the banner and 
counter graphics. This information can 
be digested by visitors once they have 
been drawn to the booth. Relegating the 
display of detailed information to digital 
media allows the banner and counter 
graphics to remain more generic in nature. 
This facilitates their reuse in future show 
seasons with future campaigns. The 
environment is spared unnecessary waste, 
and the budget is spared the expense of 
having the graphics reprinted.

A large plasma monitor in the center  
of the booth serves as an eye-catching 
focal point. It contains more detailed 
product information than the banners  
and counters, and it can be updated  
on the fly.

http://www.xandradesign.com
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importance of ‘green’  
practices of Selected Vendor

Tradeshowdirect’s counter offerings 
comply with many of the trade show 
industry’s “Green” standards. Their 
lightweight products reduce the amount 
of fuel needed too ship them. They don’t 
contain components that are harmful to 
the environment. Their products are made 
of materials that are not endangered 
and are recyclable. Their sustainable 
designs promote the reuse of components. 
In fact, reuse of the entire exhibit is 
promoted. The counters can be updated 
with fresh new graphics to support new 
campaigns. Valuable warranties are 
issued to further encourage reuse of their 
products. Tradeshowdirect also takes 
substantial efforts to reduce waste in their 
manufacturing process and to recycle any 
waste that is not completely eliminated. 

For more information on the Green 
Movement in the Trade Show Industry, 
download this report from Exhibitor 
Magazine:

An Inconvenient Booth: The Economic 
Impact of The Green Movement on the 
Trade Show Industry Trend Report No. 1 

http://www.exhibitoronline.com/topics/
AnInconvenientBoothFullReport.asp

CHAllEngES

Budget

XD was first introduced to a new form 
of banner stand at Exhibitor 2010 in Las 
Vegas. These new banners have a unique 
3-dimensional effect that is created by 
having 2 separate banners extend up 
from the same base unit. The background 
banner has a standard rectangular shape 
while the foreground banner can be 
trimmed to various angular and curved 
shapes resulting in a layered effect. 

Cost-effectiveness was a significant 
concern for 89 North, a young but growing 
start-up company which can’t afford to 
purchase a new exhibit booth each year. 
We did some research and discovered 
Extraordinary Show Productions Ltd. (ESP). 
They sold Pronto 2 banner stands at a very 
reasonable price. Equally as valuable was 
the quick turnaround time and spectacular 
customer service that ESP offered.

Space, lighting, Shipping,  
and Storage requirements

The Twist Large Rectangle Counters  
came in an open design with one 
graphic panel in the front. Ideally, we 
were hoping to find something with an 
enclosed space in the center so that we 
could store extra equipment, literature, 
cleaning supplies, etc. We were also 
hoping to find something that made 
creative use of LED lighting  
to reflect the Heliophor’s creative take  
on solid state lighting.

Tradeshowdirect ran with these  
additional requirements. In a very  
short period of time, they put together 
a custom configuration of the Twist unit 
with an enclosed space that utilized 
backlit graphic panels on three sides 
and had an easily removable door on the 
back side. They put together a brilliant 
solution for the LED requirement by 
incorporating LED strip lighting on the 
underneath side of the  
top shelf. 

Regarding space requirements,  
the exhibit needed to work in 10- and  
20-foot exhibits as well as at shows  
where tabletop displays are more 
appropriate. It also was to be used at 
international exhibits, so it needed to  
be easy to ship or carry overseas.

There is minimal storage capacity in  
89 North’s small office space, so the 
exhibit needed to be easily “packable”  
for the limited storage space.

http://www.xandradesign.com
http://www.exhibitoronline.com/topics/AnInconvenientBoothFullReport.asp
http://www.exhibitoronline.com/topics/AnInconvenientBoothFullReport.asp
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rESUlTS

The exhibit booth developed for  
89 North’s trade show needs has been 
a success. The counters have proven 
to be easy to pack, ship and assemble. 
They hold up well to repeated use 
and continue to turn heads at every 
exhibit. Visitors are surprised to learn 
that 89 North is a small company less 
than two years old with only a handful 
of employees. The booth gives the 
impression of a larger, more  
established company.

This portable, high-quality, cost- 
effective exhibit booth has provided 
89 North with a long-term solution 
for its trade show marketing needs 
that coincides with the company’s 
commitment to quality, innovation,  
and the environment.

http://www.xandradesign.com
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BEnEFiTS oF THE HEliopHor BEnEFiTS oF THE BooTH

 Bright, solid-state light engine  Bright, colorful exhibit lit with LEDs throughout

 Long lifetimes  Exhibit can be used year after year with updated graphics

 Holds up to 6 user-exchangeable modules at a time  6 banner stands 
 Exchangeable graphics 
 Modular exhibit (can be used in different size spaces and rearranged as needed) 
 Exhibit staff can set up on their own without union labor

 Delivers a broad range of different emission wavelengths  Lots of color used throughout the exhibit  
  (banners actually form spectrum when lined up)

 Modules come with a limited lifetime warranty  Banners and counters come with warranties

 Absence of mercury is beneficial to the environment 
 (many light sources used in research contain mercury in their bulbs) 

 Produced in an environmentally conscious manner  
 Energy-efficient LED lighting

Similar Benefits

http://www.xandradesign.com
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 Superior white light brings out the true colors 
of the banners

 Brighter than halogen lamps

 Flexibility to aim the light where needed

 Consistent with the Heliophor’s utilization  
of solid-state lighting

lED STrip ligHTing UnDEr CoUnTErS

 Accents top shelf and draws attention  
to the products sitting on the counters

 Consistent with the Heliophor’s utilization  
of solid-state lighting

BACkliT CoUnTEr grApHiCS

 Further emphasizes the Heliophor’s  
function of emitting light

TwiST lArgE  
rECTAnglE CoUnTErS

 Easy to assemble

 No tools or union labor required

pronTo 2 rETrACTABlE  
BAnnEr STAnDS

 3-dimensional, layered effect

http://www.xandradesign.com
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Pronto 2 Retractable Banner StandsPronto 2 Retractable Banner Stands

ConVEniEnT

Pronto banner stands come with 
a black padded canvas carry bag. 
Graphics and supporting poles 
store in the banner stand base.

pronTo CHAngE-o SYSTEm

You can reuse these Pronto banner 
stands with updated banner graphics by 
purchasing the Pronto Change-O system 
with your banner stand. Change-O is an 
easy-to-use, no-tools-required graphic 
change-out system.

pronTo

 Automatic roll up

 Sets up in less than 30 seconds

 33.5"w x 89.75"h

 Quick production turnaround times

 Lifetime warranty

FEATUrED VEnDor

Extraordinary Show  
Productions Ltd.

tel 619.222.8813 
www.espexhibits.com

proDUCT link

http://www.xandradesign.com/pronto2

lAYErED grApHiCS

Fabric graphics are printed via Kaleidoscope Select 
dye sublimation resulting in brilliant imagery. 

http://www.xandradesign.com
http://www.espexhibits.com
http://www.xandradesign.com/pronto2
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Twist Large Rectangle Counters

SpECS

 Overall size: 46"w x 23.25"d x 40.5"h

 Panel size: 23.5"w x 30.5"h

 Shelf dimensions: 46"w x 23.25"d

 Weight: 23 lbs, 30 lbs packed 
 (3 additonal custom graphics panels  

will slightly add to weight)

 Warranty: lifetime

 Production time: 3-5 business days

ConSTrUCTion

Built with sturdy aluminum tubing and 
high quality European birch plywood 
shelves, the Twist Counter is extremely 
durable. The poles connect by screwing 
into one another, and the wood shelves 
are held firmly in place as they are 
sandwiched between them.

grApHiCS

Twist Counter graphic panels are  
printed with UV Direct Flatbed printer.  
The graphics are printed directly onto  
pre-sized Sintra (lightweight plastic) 
panels in just minutes. The ink is cured  
by ultraviolet lamps and becomes  
scratch resistant and cleanable.

XD developed these particular  
graphics to be visually consistent  
with 89 North’s branding and the  
Heliophor launch campaign.

TrAVEl CASE

Twist Displays are made to fit inside a  
2' x 4' travel case. 

This flat, vacuum formed case is 
constructed of durable polyethylene and 
equipped with built-in wheels, handles, 
and straps. It can be shipped via FedEx 
or UPS and weighs only 29 pounds when 
empty.

Interior size: 48"w x 25.5"l x 50"h 
Exterior size: 50"w x 27.5"l x 10"h

89 North’s 5 counters conveniently  
fit into 3 cases.

FEATUrED VEnDor

Tradeshowdirect

tel 800.605.6179 
www.tradeshowdirect.com

proDUCT link

http://www.xandradesign.com/
twistcounter

http://www.xandradesign.com
http://www.tradeshowdirect.com
http://www.xandradesign.com/twistcounter
http://www.xandradesign.com/twistcounter
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User Exchangeable Modules
Up to 6 modules can be installed per system
9 wavelengths to choose from 
Limited lifetime warranty

UUser Exchahangeable Modules
Up to 6 modules can be installed per system
9 wavelengths to choose from
Limited lifetime warranty

banner stand banner stand banner stand banner stand banner stand banner standmonitor

counter co
un

te
r

counter

counter

counter

banner stand banner standmonitor

counter co
un

te
r

counter

User Exchangeable Modules
Up to 6 modules can be installed per system
9 wavelengths to choose from 
Limited lifetime warranty

UUser Exchahangeable Modules
Up to 6 modules can be installed per system
9 wavelengths to choose from
Limited lifetime warranty

20 FT ConFigUrATion 10 FT ConFigUrATion

http://www.xandradesign.com
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User Exchangeable Modules�
Up to 6 modules can be installed per system�
9 wavelengths to choose from �
Limited lifetime warranty�

Usser EExchangeable Modules
Up to 6 modules can be installed per system
9 wavelengths to choose from 
Limited lifetime warranty

HLPHFL01A2

coupling via LLG 
3 or 5 mm depending on microscope

No vibration issues related  
to direct mounting

Couplers available for all  
major microscopes

Easy to adapt to other imaging systems,  
such as in vivo imaging systems

advanced programming 
capabilities
Program mode   
allows for complex experiments  
to be performed without host  
computer interaction

Allows for either single or  
multiple events to occur in  
response to input signals   
system can be synced to  
external devices

Programmable output TTL   
allows system to serve as  
master to external devices,  
such as piezo stages

flexible control options
Standard USB interface available   
for basic control options

Programmable input TTL  
for each channel   
enables triggering for  
high speed acquisition

Analog voltage control   
enables both intensity control  
with TTL shuttering or complete  
analog control

Programmable output TTL  
for each channel   
enables external devices to  
be synchronized to the Heliophor

89 North, Heliophor and the 89 North logo are 
trademarks of 89 North, Inc.

All specifications are subject to change.

Please recycle this document when finished.

1 Mill St., Unit 285 
Burlington, VT 05401 USA

toll free 1.877.417.8313 
main +1.802.881.0302 
fax +1.802.881.0308

sales@89north.com
www.89north.com

Camera TTL out
high on expose

First TTL turns on
480 module

Second TTL turns on
555 module

Then, send TTL high
to move piezo stage

480 555

Example program: Trigger 2 modules sequentially off camera expose out then trigger external stage.

web configuration tool
Online tool to configure a complete  
Heliophor system

Complete fluorescent probe  
spectral database

Ability to choose from any  
Chroma multiband filter set or  
define individual filters

Save and print your results

Check out our iPhone app

pumped phosphor design

high power
pump source

conversion
phosphor

HELIOPHOR MODULE

clean up filter high power
emission

systemwide calibration
On demand, global intensity  
calibration ensures consistent output 
from LLG if system is reconfigured

Convenient calibration port located  
in hand controller unit

calibration port

stability
>0.1% stability   
constant illumination intensity

Real time intensity feedback built into 
each module ensures consistent output 
over lifetime   
essential to ensure that experiments on 
different days are equivalent

Radiant Flux (μW/nm)
6.00E+04

5.60E+04

5.20E+04

4.80E+04

4.40E+04

4.00E+04

0 200120 16040 80

Time (Seconds)

.06% stability

user exchangeable  
modules
Up to 6 modules can be  
installed per system  
ideal for core facilities

Easy field installation/exchange  
of modules by user  
easily reconfigure system for  
different experimental protocols

9 wavelengths to choose from  
covers nearly all commonly  
used fluorochromes

Each module comes with a  
limited lifetime warranty   
peace of mind and lower  
overall cost of ownership

output power
High output power   
enables shorter exposure times  
and minimizes photobleaching

Excellent output in the red   
region where typical LED systems  
have lower power

Independent, digital intensity  
control for each channel   
fine tune experimental conditions

Module 405 430 480 500 530 555 580 640 670

Bandwidth 402/15 430/40 475/50 500/40 530/50 560/50 580/50 635/60 670/60

Fluorophor DAPI CFP GFP YFP TRITC dsRed mCherry Cy5 Cy5.5

Power (mW) 175 200 450 425 350 365 350 240 225

*Power measured out of 5mm liquid light guide.

high speed digital control
10 μsec rise and fall times  
enables high speed imaging

Sub millisecond pulse length possible

<10 microsecond rise and fall times, 
 30 microseconds between pulses

Consistent Visual System
Careful consideration was put into the design of all exhibit 
elements to ensure that they visually related to each other as 
well as to all of 89 North’s other communications materials.

DigiTAl pHoTo FrAmES

Digital photo frames are distributed throughout 
the exhibit. They display more detailed 
information than the banner and counter 
graphics. This information can be digested 
by visitors once they have been drawn into 
the booth. Relegating the display of detailed 
information to digital media allows the banner 
and counter graphics to remain more generic in 
nature. This facilitates their reuse in future show 
seasons with future campaigns. The environment 
is spared unnecessary waste, and the budget is 
spared unnecessary reproduction expenses.

powErpoinT prESEnTATion 
DiSplAYED on lArgE plASmA moniTor

A large plasma monitor in the center of the 
booth serves as an eye-catching focal point. It 
contains more detailed product information than 
the banners and counters, and it can be updated 
on the fly.

HEliopHor lAUnCH pArTY inViTE

89 North hosted a party to celebrate the launch of 
the Heliophor during Neuroscience 2010. Current 
and potential customers were invited to enjoy an 
evening of food and drinks in a San Diego loft bar/
pool hall. The invitations conformed to the overall 
aesthetic of the Heliophor introduction campaign 
while also exhibiting a playful nature. Lettered 
modules danced across the front of the invite to 
spell “PARTY” while nine billiard balls that were 
numbered and color-coded to match the nine 
availble Heliophor modules adorned the back.

CoASTErS

These coasters feature the 89 North 
compass symbol. They were designed 
for the Heliophor launch party.

89 norTH wEBSiTE

The entire Heliophor introduction campaign 
incorporates visual elements that are key to 89 
North’s look and feel. Dark backgrounds with 
highly-contrasting brightly-colored elements 
draw attention to key information.

ipHonE App ConFigUrATion Tool 

The Heliophor for iPhone user-interface  
was designed to match the web-based 
configuration tool while taking advantage of  
the iPhone’s functionality.

wEB-BASED ConFigUrATion Tool

The user-interface of the Heliophor’s web-based 
configuration tool was designed to match the 
look and feel of the existing 89 North website that 
XD had developed at an earlier date.

HEliopHor FlYEr

The Heliophor flyer matches other print, 
exhibit and electronic materials.

http://www.xandradesign.com
http://www.89north.com/products/heliophor/configuration-tools/heliophor-configuration-tool/
http://www.89north.com
http://www.89north.com
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/heliophor/id420223764?mt=8
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/heliophor/id420223764?mt=8
http://www.89north.com/products/heliophor/configuration-tools/heliophor-configuration-tool/
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/heliophor/id420223764?mt=8
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bringing your message to life
From our location in northern Vermont, XANDRA DESIGN 
provides graphic design services to businesses nationwide. 
Whether your message is brand identity, technical data or any 
other type of information, we will help you explore plausible 
strategies and bring the best solution to life.

XANDRA DESIGN, LLC founder Lesley 
Alexandra Jump Baumann has over a 
decade of experience in providing graphic 
design solutions. She graduated from the 
University of Cincinnati’s College of Design, 
Architecture, Art and Planning with a BS in 
Graphic Design and is a board member of 
the Vermont chapter of the AIGA. 

Lesley has rich experience working 
with a wide range of clients from sole 
proprietors starting their first businesses 
to international corporations. She uses 
her strengths in creative problem solving, 
aesthetics and knowledge of reproduction 
techniques to help them develop 
strategies, refine their messages, tell 
their stories, distinguish themselves and 
inspire their audiences. Her work results 
in memorable visual systems that help 
clients communicate their messages with 
clarity and consistency.

FoUnDEr lESlEY BAUmAnn  
HAS workED wiTH nUmEroUS  
BrAnDS inClUDing:

 89 North

 DVC Company

 MBF Bioscience

 Gatan

 Stromatec

 Wound Ostomy and Continence, Pacific 
Coast Region

 Media Cybernetics

 Photometrics

 QImaging

 Princeton Instruments

 Optics Report

 Lasertel

Examples of our work may be viewed 
online at www.xandradesign.com/
portfolio.

SErViCES wE oFFEr 

corporate identity 
logos

letterheads

business cards

style guides

flyers 

brochures

advertising campaigns

direct mailers

print ads

banner ads

rich media ads

illustrations

data sheets

technical notes

application notes

html email templates

powerpoint templates

software UIs 

mobile app UIs

screen savers

desktop wallpapers

desktop icons

packaging

product labels

posters

banner stands

trade show exhibits

signage

flash movies

website design

web development

content management systems

and much more!

contact us  
for your  
next design 
solution

XAnDrA DESign, llC

Lesley AJ Baumann 
Creative Director

tel 520.795.9901 
fax 866.532.3604

lesley@xandradesign.com 
www.xandradesign.com

http://www.xandradesign.com
http://www.xandradesign.com/portfolio
http://www.xandradesign.com/portfolio
mailto:lesley@xandradesign.com
http://www.xandradesign.com
http://www.xandradesign.com
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